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Executive Summary
In 2003, U.S. natural gas prices spiked and a major blackout cascaded across North
America causing tens of billions of dollars in economic losses.  Some members consider
2003 to have been a year of challenges and setbacks. However, 2003 may turn out to be
the year in which the industry consolidated operations, expanded markets, product lines
and potential customers, cut costs and enhanced both its balance sheets and credit lines.
If the Energy Policy Act of 2003 is passed in 2004, the industry should be well-
positioned to take advantage of PUHCA repeal as well as the incentives for new
investments in energy supplies, infrastructure upgrades, efficiency products as well as
advanced metering, information and power line transmission technologies.

Events that Shaped Energy Policies in 2003

In the first quarter of 2003, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued
its long-awaited Standard Market Design (SMD) Rulemaking.  The House finished its
negotiations on the Energy Bill (HR-4), and Chairman Barton reported the results to
NEM members hours later at its Annual Restructuring Conference.  Open-access States
expanded choice programs, closed States considered initiating programs, and states
proposing to terminate direct access, reversed course. 

After natural gas prices spiked and remained higher than normal throughout the first half
of the year, a series of analyses projected higher long-term gas prices, and greater than
normal resource depletion rates.  In response, a series of complaints and legislative
proposals prompted FERC and CFTC to issue subpoenas, and initiate both civil and
criminal investigations into natural gas prices, wholesale trading practices, potential
market manipulations, the accuracy of price indexes as well as the industry’s underlying
price reporting practices.  After considerable consensus building within the industry,
FERC issued guidelines permitting voluntary reporting, index creation and adopted an
NEM proposal for an industry Safe Harbor.   Congress adjourned before Summer after a
last minute impasse caused the Senate to pass its 2002 version of the Energy Bill as a
substitute bill.

By late Summer, while the final energy bill was being negotiated in Conference, a major
blackout changed both energy policy and politics, virtually overnight.   The Conferees
delayed SMD and added a new electricity reliability title plus significant tax incentives
for investments in domestic energy supplies, conservation, upgrading infrastructure and
advanced energy-related technologies.  The bill was filibustered into 2004.  However, at
its last scheduled meeting in 2003, FERC put the industry on notice that it intends to
aggressively pursue both reliability and market power issues in 2004.
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Progress Made in 2003

The Association’s revenues and expenditures were approximately 10% lower than 2002,
primarily due to companies leaving the industry.  However, our caseload increased 40%
and NEM’s reputation among lawmakers, regulators and policymakers has continued to
grow. The Association submitted comments, pleadings, and briefs in 73 different
proceedings in 15 states, plus multiple proceedings at the FERC, CFTC, FCC and the
FTC.  As a result, a number of important laws and regulations were changed to reduce
barriers to entry and improve both market structure and margins.  In addition, a number
of outstanding companies have been elected to NEM’s Executive Committee and Policy
Leadership positions.  

NEM members have reported growth in a number of open-access markets and in
international markets as well.  With the leadership and support of our members, the
industry has won a number of important legal and regulatory issues in 2003.  The Market
Price Adjustment Mechanism in Illinois resulted in more realistic prices to beat.
Columbia withdrew its proposal to terminate its Kentucky choice program and extended
it through 2005.  Virginia implemented a large-scale pilot program.  Both California and
Ontario re-examined the termination of their retail access programs.  New Jersey and
Massachusetts revamped their market structures, increasing customer migration.
Despite unrelenting utility opposition, New York stayed the course on embedded cost-
based unbundled rates.  The New York Legislature passed a bill mandating proportionate
payments and granting marketers the ability to suspend or terminate customers for non-
payment.  New York is also currently considering requiring utilities to purchase
marketers’ accounts receivables and has issued Orders reducing onerous credit
requirements.  NEM and its members also persuaded Ohio to adopt a more realistic
market-based Gas Price Adjustment, and rejected the premature termination of marketer
incentives proposed by FirstEnergy.  Michigan issued more reasonable supplier licensing
requirements and delayed an anti-competitive stranded cost recovery proposal.

NEM met with House Energy Subcommittee Chairman Barton and Republican
Conference Chair Pryce to discuss a number of issues including the need for technology
and market standards, additional natural gas supplies, additional savings for consumers in
direct access programs, and technological innovations that could aid the nation's electric
grid.  NEM delegations met with CFTC Commissioner Brown-Hruska, NYPSC Chair
Flynn and Deputy Minister of the Ontario Ministry of Energy, Bryne Purchase.  Members
also met with legal, technical and policy officials from the FCC, FERC and DOE to
discuss advanced power line information and transmission technologies.

Opportunities for 2004

In 2004, NEM members will face an increasingly complex volume of rulemakings, cases,
new reporting and recordkeeping requirements, tariff filings as well as new laws and
regulatory proceedings.  However, the federal government is committed to ensuring that
the wholesale markets regain credibility, and that the delivery infrastructure is secure and
reliable.   

In 2004, NEM’s National Executive and Policy Development Committee would like to
expand NEM’s advocacy efforts to include more meetings with state and regional
regulators, to coordinate with NAESB and NERC, to expand the definition of “non-core”
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customers that are eligible for direct access, and to identify selected utilities that wish to
exit the merchant function and negotiate an effective market transition design.  If tax
incentives are passed in 2004, even more utilities will be incented to outsource
commodity-related functions as these functions will become an increasingly inefficient
use of utility capital and credit, incurring significant risks with potentially less than full
cost recoveries.   Additionally, business customers that currently benefit from the
savings, upgraded services and new technologies resulting from direct access may help
NEM and its members to expand the number of eligible customers and service territories
that offer choice.  

Federal and Wholesale Issues - At the federal level, NEM will be called upon to support
the Energy Policy Act.  The Association will be deeply involved in FERC’s revisions of
its analyses of markets and market power as a means to minimize market-based price
incentives for utilities that fail to join an RTO.  NEM will also support revisions to PJM’s
current price mitigation rules that undervalue and thereby penalize investments in “must-
run” generating units.  NEM will remain active in FERC's assessment of voluntary price
reporting, legislative reporting mandates and the proposals to create independent data
hubs.  NEM will continue its work with CFTC as it pursues its price reporting
investigations.  NEM will coordinate with NAESB on seams issues as well as the FCC
and FTC's implementation of the national do-not-call list.  NEM members will also be
actively involved in the FCC’s proposed rulemaking on power line technologies.  

State Retail Issues- At the state level, NEM will advocate a broader definition of non-
core customers to be eligible for direct access, and revision of utility safety net services
(POLR/prices to beat) to be more market-based.  NEM will also be called upon to: (1)
educate regulators on the benefits of competition, (2) offer suggestions on how to provide
safety net services for low income consumers, (3) ensure that the prices to beat are
market-based, (4) ensure that unbundled rates are based on embedded costs, (5) oppose
the imposition of unreasonable taxes, (6) improve business rules and payment practices,
(7) assist in the development and implementation of technology standards, protocols and
processes, (8) oppose unreasonable creditworthiness standards, (9) end unduly small
pilots and long market development periods, (10) eliminate cross-subsidies and exit fees,
(11) reduce consumer acquisition costs, and (12) negotiate with utilities an effective
transition out of the merchant function.

Technology Policy Issues- Accelerated development of advanced technologies is the by-
product of a competitive market.  As energy becomes commoditized, the true value added
by energy marketers is the services, information and technologies delivered with the
energy commodity.  Despite the lack of a standard market design, NEM members have
developed an impressive array of sophisticated energy-related technologies that have
enabled regulators to have confidence that restructured energy markets are in the public
interest.  NEM members currently offer risk management technologies, clearing
solutions, sophisticated electronic trading platforms as well as predictive and real time
electronic trade confirmations and settlement capabilities, customized software for the
back, middle or front office and generator or wellhead to user metering, billing, and data
exchange capabilities as well as advanced power line siting, information and transmission
technologies.

NEM’s Advanced Energy Technology Policy Committee met to map out the technology
advocacy agenda for 2004.  Set forth below is NEM’s Energy Technology Policy Matrix.



NEM’s Advanced Energy Technology Policy Matrix  

Retail Wholesale Metering Standards/Protocols

Challenges Obtaining Usage Data
Obtaining Settlement Data
Variations state by state
Sources/Data 
Cleanliness

Same as retail, except: 
Discovery: 
What are ISO’s doing?
Cost of new technologies 
is lower (but the RTO’s
 may not care) 
LDC’s may not care

Meter ownership & 
information
Interval metering not 
supported by 
tariffs/back office 
systems/costs
Accuracy/timeliness of data
 – or 
processes can’t accept 
and use lots of frequent 
interval data – 
or utilities won’t share

Process of creating public standards is 
extremely complex and difficult
Participants incented to avoid standards
Discovery & leverage of existing standards

Steps Education process about 
available tech 
Target two states/jurisdictions
 to make a protocol work

Education/communication t
(tougher due to 
Consulting hordes) 
Educate consultants
Educate consumers

Support energy vs-vs 
Tax credits for metering 
systems (“advanced”)
Educate on how you the 
data back to the back office 
How to get the back office 
“interval capable”

Publish standards/transaction sets
 which are available today?
take an EPRI – like approach to develop 
funded program for common protocols

Goals/Objectives Establish standard data 
Formats.  Lower cost/entry 
barriers for new 
marketers/market participants

Same Lobby for advanced metering
Educate – tech availability 
and economics
Unified translation
 techniques

Long term:
Establish data definitions and transaction 
process sets for market participants/operator 
mission critical processes

How can NEM help? Promote National/International
definitions 
Standard Usage/Settlement 
data and 
transaction/transport process

Include RTO’s/ISO 
Officials (CXO’s) in 
NEMA process/program

Utilize existing relationships
 to advance – PUC’s/POLs
Targeting progressive 
utilities/customers 
outreach program

Outreach with NERC/NAESB
Leverage existing products to lower costs
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